
C.S. Lewis on Science

“…we must be very cautious of snatching at any scientific theory which, 
for the moment, seems to be in our favour.  We may mention such 
things; but we must mention them lightly and without claiming that 
they are more than ‘interesting’.  Sentences beginning ‘Science has 
now proved’ should be avoided.  If we try to base our apologetics on 
some recent development in science, we shall usually find that just as 
we have put the finishing touches to our argument science has changed 
its mind and quietly withdrawn the theory we have been using as our 
foundation stone.”
From a paper delivered at ‘Carmarthen Conference for Youth Leaders and Junior Clergy’ of the Church in Wales at Carmarthen, Easter 1945



The weight of scientific evidence since 
1966 points in one direction....

...and it’s NOT in the direction that 
TIME Magazine thought it would 
point.



Return of the God Hypothesis

• The Big Bang Theory
• The universe had a beginning

• The “Goldilocks” Universe
• The properties of the universe are 

exquisitely fine tuned to support life

• The DNA Enigma
• The digital information encoded within 

cells is incredibly complex

• Socrates in the City
• https://socratesinthecity.com/
• https://www.youtube.com/@socratesinthecity

https://socratesinthecity.com/


Darwin & Natural Selection

• Variation of traits exists within all organisms

• Some traits are more favorable to survival than others

• Traits of organisms that survive are passed on to the next 
generation

• Random mutation creates new traits
• Precise mechanism for mutation not known in Darwin’s time

• Natural selection preserves favorable traits
• “Survival of the fittest”

• Over time, favorable traits become common in the overall 
population
• Microevolution 
• Macroevolution 

• On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or 
the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life
• Published November 24, 1859



Darwin’s theory made some big claims
• All life derived from a common ancestor
• Cumulative effect of small variations can 

produce large changes given enough time
• Later combined with the work of Mendel on 

genetics  to complete the theory
• “Genes” were the creators of change, but still not 

well understood

• Enormously controversial when published
• 1860 Oxford Evolution debate

• Bishop Samuel Wilberforce
• Thomas Huxley (“Darwin’s bulldog”)

• “Infinite monkey” parable 
• A million monkeys at a million typewriters typing 

for a million years would eventually produce the 
works of Shakespeare

• Incorrectly attributed to Huxley



The Infinite Monkey Theorem

• The concept is of ancient origin
• Aristotle
• Cicero

• Re-stated during The Enlightenment
• Jonathan Swift
• Blaise Pascal

• Common argument in evolution 
discussions in modern times

• Has become part of popular culture
• Bob Newhart
• The Simpsons
• Dr. Who

• Typically employed to shut down rather 
than enhance a debate



The Single Cell – Then and Now

"Although the tiniest bacterial cells are incredibly small, weighing less than 
10-12 grams, each is in effect a veritable microminiaturized factory containing 
thousands of exquisitely designed pieces of intricate molecular machinery, 
made up altogether of one hundred thousand million atoms, far more 
complicated than any machine built by man and absolutely without parallel 
in the non-living world.“

 – Dr. Michael Denton



Watson & Crick

• Discovered the structure of DNA in 1953
• Famed “double helix” structure

• Awarded Nobel Prize for this discovery

• Genes no longer something abstract
• Have a definite structure

• Correspond to long sequences of bases on a 
strand of DNA

• Central dogma of molecular biology – 
Crick 1957 
• Deals with the flow of information in a 

biological system

• DNA -> RNA -> mRNA -> amino acid -> protein



The Information Stored in DNA

• Four nucleotide bases
• Adenine, Thymine, Guanine, and Cytosine (A, T, G, and C)

• Sequence Hypothesis – Crick 1958
• Nucleotide bases function just as letters in an alphabet

• Specific sequences of bases provide assembly 
instructions for building proteins that cells need to 
survive

• Some sequences are meaningful while others are 
gibberish

• Hypothesis later confirmed via experimentation



The Information Stored in DNA

• Information Theory – Claude Shannon

• Languages have rules & grammar
• Rules & grammar separate information from noise
• “To be or not to be” and  “Ro notbett  beo o “ contain 

the same letters and spaces
• But one conveys information while the other is 

gibberish

• Using 100 letters, approximately 1025 
grammatical sentences can be constructed in 
English 

• There are 26100 total 100 letter combinations 
that are possible

• The number of possible sentences is miniscule 
compared to the number of possible letter 
combinations



Exponentials

• What is the average size of a grain of rice?
• Length = 6.14 mm
• Width = 2.81 mm
• Area = 17.25 mm2

• What are the odds of winning Powerball ?
• One chance in 292,201,338
• How much area is covered by 292,201,338 grains of rice?

• Chinese emperor and the inventor of chess
• How many grains of rice did the emperor agree to pay?

• 2 x 264 – 1 or approximately 3.7 x 1019 grains

• How much area is covered by those rice grains?
• Understand: 1020 is 10 times 1019 and 1021 is 100 times 1019



To be, or not to be...

• Now that we have a better grasp of exponentials...
• What is the probability that one million monkeys could 

eventually produce all the works of Shakespeare?

• Let’s start with something easier like just one sentence of 
Shakespeare
• Recently simulated with computers

• The Mathematical Case for Monkeys Producing Shakespeare – 
Eventually - Scientific American, May 2024

• “To be or not to be that is the question”
• Requires

• 2.68 x 1069 characters to be generated 
• 9.35 x 1058 years for the computer to complete just one sentence

• The universe is only 1.4 x 1010 years old...

• No, one million monkeys could never, ever (even in a 
million years !) produce the works of Shakespeare



Could evolution happen as Darwinians say?
• After the Sequence Hypothesis was confirmed, questions arose:

• Given that DNA information behaves like a language, how likely is it that 
random mutation can produce even one functional nucleotide sequence?

• The Wistar Institute Conference

• Distinguished Scientists
• Murray Eden (Biomedical & Electrical Engineering)
• Marcel-Paul Schützenberger (Medicine & Mathematics)
• Stanislaw Ulam (Mathematics, Nuclear Physics, Computer Science)
• Ernst Mayr (Evolutionary Biology)
• Richard Lewontin (Evolutionary Biology, Mathematics, Genetics)
• Sir Peter Medawar (Biologist, Nobel Laureate)

• Distinguished Universities
• Princeton, MIT, Harvard, Columbia, University of Paris, University 

College London, MRC Centre, Los Alamos

[T]he immediate cause of this conference is a pretty widespread sense of dissatisfaction about what has come to be thought as the accepted 
evolutionary theory in the English-speaking world, the so-called neo-Darwinian Theory. … There are objections made by fellow scientists who 
feel that, in the current theory, something is missing … These objections to current neo-Darwinian theory are very widely held among 
biologists generally; and we must on no account, I think, make light of them. The very fact that we are having this conference is evidence that 
we are not making light of them.

- Sir Peter Medawar



Could evolution happen as Darwinians say?

Wistar concluded that approximately 1 x 10195 amino acid combinations are 
possible

• This is an unimaginably large number 
• There are only 1080 atoms in the entire universe

• How many of the total combinations are functional ?
• Is it even possible that functional combinations could be found by 

random mutation given such a large number of possibilities to search?
• How can the Darwinian mechanism be correct if

• Random mutation is what creates a new gene
• But the probability of a functional mutation is zero

What are the chances of finding a functional mutation out of so many 
possibilities?

• Needed to find out how many functional combinations are possible – 
maybe it is an equally large number....

“...natural selection may explain the survival of the fittest... 
      but it cannot explain the arrival of the fittest...“



So, how many functional combinations are there ?
• New technologies had to be developed (and were) 

to determine this
• Ability to make customized synthetic DNA

• Ability to make site specific changes to DNA

• Robert Sauer
• Biochemistry, Molecular Biology (Harvard, MIT)

• Estimated (and emphasized) the number of functional 
combinations possible
• Estimated total of 1 x 10132 are functional

• Did not emphasize the ratio of functional 
combinations to total possible combinations
• Estimated ratio of functional to total as 1 in 1063 



So, how many functional combinations are there ?
• Douglas Axe

• Chemical Engineering (Cal Tech)
• University of Cambridge, MRC Centre (post doctoral)

• Built upon the work of Sauer and estimated the 
ratio as 1 in 1077 combinations are functional 

• Saying that something has a probability of      
“1 out of 1077” is indistinguishable from saying 
that it has a probability of “zero”

• Creating new organisms by random mutations 
over time has the same probability as one 
million monkeys creating Shakespeare - zero.



So how long has this been known ?

• Wistar Conference 
• “Mathematical Challenges to the Neo-Darwinian Interpretation of 

Evolution.” - Philadelphia, 1966

• Robert Sauer 
• “Functionally Acceptable Substitutions in Two Alpha-Helical Regions 

of Lambda Repressor” - Proteins Vol 7 Issue 4, 1990

• Douglas Axe 
• "Estimating the Prevalence of Protein Sequences Adopting Functional 

Enzyme Folds.“ – Journal of Molecular Biology Vol 341 Issue 5, 2004

• Stephen Meyer
• “The Origin of Biological Information and the Higher Taxonomic 

Categories.” – Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington, 
Vol 117, 2004



What has been the reaction?
• Some scientific responses

• Attempts to refute the mathematical arguments
• Attempts to modify Darwinian theory

• Too many unscientific responses
• Ad hominem attacks, silence, professional retaliation

• David Gelernter (Computer Science – Yale)
• “Giving Up Darwin” – Claremont Review of Books, Spring Issue, 2019
• Like so many others, I grew up with Darwin’s theory, and had always 

believed it was true. I had heard doubts over the years from well-informed, 
sometimes brilliant people, but I had my hands full cultivating my garden, 
and it was easier to let biology take care of itself. But in recent years, 
reading and discussion have shut that road down for good.

• The theory of evolution virtually functions as “religion” to scholars, 
especially within scientific fields. As far as they are concerned, take your life 
in your hands to challenge it intellectually,” Gelernter said. 

• “They will destroy you if you challenge it.” Such extreme allegiance to 
evolutionary biology fosters a deficit of free speech within academic 
communities. 

• What I’ve seen, in their behavior intellectually and at colleges across the 
West, is nothing approaching free speech on this topic,” Gelernter said. “It’s 
a bitter rejection… It effectively shuts down meaningful scientific intellectual 
discussion.”



Crick & Directed Panspermia

“I do not respect Christian beliefs. I think they are 
ridiculous. If we could get rid of them we could more 
easily get down to the serious problem of trying to find 
out what the world is all about.” 

– Francis Crick

Directed Panspermia 
– Icarus Vol 19 Issue 3, 1973

Life Itself 
Its origin and nature 
- 1981 Simon and Schuster

• The deliberate transport of microorganisms into 
space to be used as introduced species on other 
astronomical objects.

• In other words, space aliens planted life on earth....



Building a better mousetrap

• Next week, we increase the degree of difficulty...
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